The City is a Rising Tide: A Novel

"The City Is a Rising Tide" unfolds against a stunning backdrop of history, culture, and landscape -- from the Three
Gorges Dam on the Yangtze.Lyrical and suspenseful by turns, The City Is a Rising Tide is an enchanting work of
luminous prose and uncommon imagination.Early s New York and s Beijing intersect in the memory of Justine, who
narrates her own downward spiral into an obsessive.Lyrical and suspenseful by turns, The City Is a Rising Tide is an
enchanting work of luminous prose Lee's novel is beautiful and insane and unlike any other.THE CITY IS A RISING
TIDE. By Rebecca Lee. (Simon & Schuster, $) Justine Laxness, the Xanax-popping protagonist of Lee's first
novel.Personal issues underlie and complicate the ideals of an international relief organization in Lee's ruminative,
thoughtful first novel.In New York City, Justine Laxness works as a money manager at an international nonprofit
company, Aquinas. Her obsession with her boss, Peter, spurs her to.IN OUR AGE OF ACADEMIC NARRATIVES
littered with uber-individualistic characters, Rebecca Lee's debut novel, The City is a Rising Tide, is a hopeful
relief.whataboutitaly.com: The City is a Rising Tide: Signed by the author on the title page. The author's first novel. A
pristine, unread copy.Read a book review of The City is a Rising Tide by Rebecca Lee at Mostly Fiction . Site includes
review, bibliography and brief author.Rebecca Lee's first novel explores not so much love but the absence of it. Her
protagonist, Justine, is a year-old New Yorker working as the money manager .The City Is a Riding Tide, a novel by
Rebecca Lee (Simon & Schuster): Fixed on a pair of Manhattan nonprofit workers who want to build an ill-fated
healing.Rebecca Lee is the author of the critically acclaimed novel The City Is a Rising Tide and the short story
collection Bobcat and Other Stories. She has been.Elevation 2: The Rising Tide Young Adult Fiction. Helen Brain. The
second title in this popular trilogy set in a futuristic Cape Town. Time is running out for Ebba.Venice is known as The
City of Masks because of the commedia dell'arte The title of the novel, The Rising Tide, is taken from the title of a.At
the start of The Rising Tide, Michele, who has been on the run for two years from an angry duke in Cremona, enters the
bustling city of.Sea level rise has worsened high tide flooding in Venice, Even in water- friendly European cities like
Copenhagen, walling off the .. Jeff Goodell's most recent book is "The Water Will Come: Rising Seas, Sinking Cities,
and.In Boston, scientists are predicting that climate change will lead to dramatic sea level rise, and more frequent
flooding, around the city. Officials.She has one novel out, The City Is a Rising Tide, but I don't read a lot of novels, so
that's not shocking. Lee also doesn't seem to publish in lit.
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